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Introduction
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J Leaming is a proces.5and theasses.gnentofthat learnTraditional methods ofgrading have been a part
~four educational system since 1900, yet educational models ofteaching have significantly evolved
to systems that are more non-trad_itional. Today,
teachers have a much better understanding ofbow
students learn and as a result have incorporated different models ofteaching in the classroom, but we
seem to be caught up in the same traditional ways of
evaluating learning.
The purpose of this paper is to begin a dialog
about the strengths and weaknesses ofour traditional system
ofgrading{A,B,C,D,F)on
several different dimensions:
misunderstanding ofthe system
on the part of teachers, students
and parents, the subjective nature of grades and their impact
on students' future growth, the
use of grades as a means of reward and punishment. and the
need for grades in light of other
evaluative rubrics that have
proven successful.
It is too simplistic to say that
~serve no purpose and that
this system should be abolished,
on the other hand, new and more
Sustainable models would better serve our teachers, parents, administrators, and most importantly
our students. Peter Senge's contributions on Systems Thinking sum up the collective work of this

ing must more closely reflect this process and not
just snapshots or sound bytes of subject material.
Traditional grading system ofletters (A, B. C,
D, F) has been the most widely used method ofevaluating student learning since the early J900's. Everything from apples to tires, and eggs to wines are
graded, and for nearly one hundred years we have
been evaluating student progress based on a sy tern
of five letters, yet the learning process has certainly
evolved since the early J900's and still. many educators and school districts have oot evolved with this
important aspect of the
evaluative process. In other
words. we have gone to
great lengths to keep pace
with emerging teaching rrodels in classrooms aero · the
nation by using electronic
media and through better
understanding of various
models oflearning, but our
rubric for evaluation has not
significantly dmgerl over the
past centllf). In most instances, we continue the
same process of lecture.
quiz. special project. homework or readings. and a final exam resulting in a grade that neatly sums up the
student's perceived achievement.
Robert E. Quinn. in his book peep Cbaoce,
writes of barriers to new perspectives. The more
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\'ertical approach to grades.. 1ecture•quiz., and finalf
exam. is a fonnidable barrier to any new ~~~Io
C\ aluation. but as Quinn states.•.... to gam ms1ght
into a Ill!\\ and challenging situation, these maps have
to be re-examined.. (Quinn,
1996. p. 65). In other words,
deep level change can only be
realized when barriers to
progress are openly and honestl)· examined and new models are civen a fair hearing.
A '"'second, but perhaps
more important question, bas
to do with the •'fairness" of
grades based on such subjective factors as misunderstanding ofgrade definition on the
part of students, parents,
teachers and administrators.
objective versus subjective
subject content grades earned as the most important factor in college or career placement, and the
effect of grades on the student as a means of both
reward and punishment
These questions deserve our attention because
grades are often viewed as representative of who
the student is as a person rather than what he or she
bas actual!} learned in the classroom. This incomplete evaluation on the part of parents, teachers and
students may be detrimental to the overall educative
process in the end and thus deserves our attention.
We must better understand the real potential of
grades as a fonn of reward and punishment What
impact does a failing grade have on the student's
O\erall self-image or the perceived ability to succeed in school? Similarly. does a grade below the
"average C' serve to tum the student offto potential
growth as the semesterprogres.5es? These questions
must be considered as we evaluate the I 00-yearold proces.s ofgrading.
InarecentsurveyoffiisOOpGuertinHigh Sc:00ol
students. parents, faculty members and administra!'>rs. it V.'15 evident that there is great variety ofopinion on many kC}· components ofgrading. For example.when teachers were asked to give a one or
t\\o word description of what the letter grade"A"
meam. responses ranged from ''Good" to "Perfect.,
There is great diversity between teachers when it
comes to what grades mean. This lack of consis-

tency coupled with other factors, such as grades based
on a curved scale and inflated grades, only serve to
muddy the waters of student progress. .
Charlotte Danielson's book, Enhancmg Student
Achievement: A Framework
for School Improvement,
agrees with these survey results relative to standardiz.ation
of grades from teacher-toteacher, school-to-school, or
subject-to-subject:
"A lmost no one believes that conventional
approaches to grading
are beneficial. There is
no consensus as to what
grades mean; some
teachers appear to believe that their grade
distributions reflect
their own teaching abilities or the complexity of the content more than th_ey
do student achievement; others mamtain that their harsh grading policy reflects their own high standards. Teac~
ers also tend to disagree on the qualzty
ofstudent work: given the same student
essay, some teachers would award ii an
A while other would give it a C. Teachers, that is, tend to apply their own standards ofquality to student work that are
rarely communicated to either students
or other teachers. " (Danielson, 2002,
p. 56).

Grades often fail to take into accmmt a student's
growth and development and that may lead to af~
reading ofhis or her real potenh·ai.m coliege or w.e
by
workplace. Standardized test scores me~ly
local, state or federal bureaucracies, most ~o Left
standardized tests as a result of the "No Child
. . ...,.,fonent to
Behind" mandate, become a major un~ es
new and evaluative models that rely less on~
andmoreonholisticleaming. Ifthegoalofthe
cational system is to help our students prepare
their future, new curriculum standards and a,s.ses.sment models need to be seriously ev~uated ·ca·5
In Making The Grade: ReinventmgAm~
Schools, Tony Wagner discusses a new m e
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education and assessment developed in 1974 at the
Central Park East Secondary School (C.P.E.S.S.)
located in New York City's Community School District 4 in Harlem. The principal, Deborah Meier, was
instnnnental in transforming both the learning model
and assessment rubric into a model that is now emulated in many school districts across the United States.
"Jn virtually every high school that existed then (1974) - and in all but a handful of high schools today - students
graduate when they have earned sufficient Carnegie units or credits. Students
accrue credits by taking so many hours
ofEnglish, social studies, science, math
and so on. The number and kinds of
credits required may vary in different
schools or districts, but the system is
essentially the same everywhere - and
is virtually unchanged since its inception in 1906" (Wagner, 2003, p. 63).

cated adults who have taken the Massachusetts
tenth-grade math test were not able to pass it. according to several media reports. (2003. p. 126).
The survey also pointed out some interesting
comparisons in terms ofthe •·fairness" ofgrades. e\<enty-eight percent (78.0%) of students, parents and
teachers believe that the traditional grading system is
a good way to assess learning and nearly sixty-seven
percent (66.7%) think grades are a fair way to evaluate learning. While these numbers seem to indicate
that the traditional system should be left alone, teachers and administers tip the scale withninety-fourpercent (93 .6%) stating that grades are both a good and
fair way ofassessing learning.
Another consistent view is that grades alone
should not be the sole criteria ofmeasuring mastery
in a subject area. Three other interesting statistics
came out of this survey. Eighty-four percent (84%)
believe grades alone do not measure mastery ofthe
subject, ninety-seven percent (97%) stated that grading is not consistent but based on the bias of teachers, and seventy-seven percent (77%) said that grades
more accurately reflect the
ability to memoriz.e and not
proficiency in the subject
area, yet universities across
the country use these same
grades as an important
component to detennine
acceptance, placement and
course offerings for incoming students.
The traditional, linear
view of grading follows
along the lines oflecture,
perhaps homework or an
assigned set of readings, a
test of the material, and a
letter grade that~Y sum.s
up the student's progress. In many ins!311c~ the
grade is more a reflection ofthe stUdC?t s ability to
memorize specific "'data chunks.., designed to pa:;s
the test rather than on processing information and
concepts for long-tenn gro~1h and learning. The test
serves the purpose ofquantifying for the srudent and
teacher material that was memorized for laierregur-

In summary, students, parents, teachers and
administrators
of
C.P.E.S.S. went through
an important and necessary "deep change" but
the graduation high rates,
approaching ninety percent (90%), prove that
planned abandonment of
the traditional system was
successful. Student assessment based on portfolios that stress application
rather than memorization
of data provide a more
clear and fair way for the
team of student, teacher
and parent to measure
learning. Human Resources Managers and college placement officers are more concerned with
qualities like how candidates interact with others,
t~ building, problem solving and communication skills that the candidate may or may not possess. Wagner challenges proponents of state stan?ar'dized high school level tests with the follow.
be
ing question. "Based on results from this test. how gitation
A more holistic approach to evaluanon C41!'
confident would you be in hiring someone who likened to the model used in business where things
scored above average? A majority of well-edu-
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like creative thinking. decision making, problem ~lv
ing, the ability to learn ho\\ to learn, collaboration
\\.ith others. team building, and self-management detennine success thus providing important markers
for future success.
Jon R. Katzenbach and Douglas K. Smith provide a team-driven model that best reflects this more
ho! istic approach. Rather than students. teachers and
parents teachers working in relative isolation. Katzenbach 's '"high
perfonnance organization'' approach would create a team consisting of the student, his or her
parents, teachers, guidance counselors, and administrators with one
central goal of providing the best
pos.5Jb1e learning environment and
assessment rubric that reflects
long-tenn growth and development. This approach holds each
member of the team responsible
and accountable. In other words,
mutual support replaces individual account-ability
creating a shared vision ofreal learning that relies
more on sustained growth rather than on memorization ofsolllld bytes. This team approach builds commib'nent and confidence in the student because they
can exercise a good deal of control over their destiny.
Students in my senior English clas5 were required
to memorize the opening lines ofGeoffrey Chaucer's
CanterbUJ) Tales. Because ofmy ability to quickly
memoriz.e the opening 14 lines ofthis Middle English
work, I earned an "A'' for the course, but I learned
Iittle about Chaucer or of the Literature of his era.
The grade was given based on the ability to memorize the material just long enough to take the test and
receive a -superior" grade. This is not a fair assessment ofanyone's grasp or application ofEnglish literatwe, but only served to demonstrate the ability to
memorize.
This example is elaborated by Patricia Wolfe in
her book. Brain Matters: Translating R~h into
Classroom Practice. Chapter six treats working
memory as the conscious proces.sffig ofinfonnation.
Memorization ofdata can be accomplished through
repetition, but ifthe material is not particularly meaningful to the learner the result is short-term. ..Repeat_
edly rehearsing a dictionary definition (commonly

called memorizing) may allow students to write_ the
definition on the test (if no one talks to the~ JUSt
before the test), but as every teacher knows, It may
not have any meaning and is seldom remembered a
week later."' (Wolfe, 2001, p. I 02) ..
Another important point to consider has to do
with the learning as a process. A teaching and grading rubric that takes into account the student's longterm learning and develops the
student in ways that mirror real
life situations is currently being
tested in many areas ofthe United
States. Some ofthese models incorporate portfolios, group
learning, conferences and mo~e
creative methods than the traditional tests for evaluating student
1 .

~e

New City School in St.
Louis Missouri is an example of
an ev~uative process that relies
more on student/teacher/parent
cooperation than on memorized material.
"[The] difficulty in assigning grades
has been one ofthe primary incentives
behind the push for finding new ways
to report student learning. Rather than
rely on an average of quiz and test
scores to indicate whether a student has
mastered a particular subject, schools
like Nf!W City have moved to alternative assessments such as student portfolios, student-involved conferences (3way discussions where students review
their portfolios ofprojects and assignments to show parents and the teacher
what they have learned), and exhibit
projects that give children a chance to
demonstrate their learning in more creative ways. " (John Franklin in Are Alternative Methods Making the Grade?
h!tp:llwww.ascd org).
.
Learning is a process that involves many dif-

ferent skills on the part ofthe learner. Leaming complex mathematical caJculatiom beginc; with OOsic concepts that are honed through repetition and practice. When these concepts are mastered, the student moves to the next level.
Traditional testing as an assessment tool, and
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grading that measures proficiency in the subject area,
may be good models for both student and teacher
to determine readiness for more complex calculations. On the other hand, courses designed to develop less technical aspects ofa student like Literature, Creative Writing, Art, Music, Contemporary
Ethics and Social Justice, require a different model
of assessment. The lesson plan may culminate in a
test on Tuesday but the process oftearning may not
be achieved until Thursday, yet we traditionally assess and grade learning on Tuesday. In other words,
the student may not have reached a tipping point in
his or her learning.
A fascinating read by Malcolm Gladwell, The
Tii;ming Point: How Little Things Can Make a Big
Difference, dramatically illustrates the point that
learning is a process incorporating many things, and
that the point of under-standing does not always follow the same timeline as the traditional teaching
model. An Ancient Chinese Proverb says, "I hear
... and I forget, I see ... and I remember, I do ... and
I understand." The tipping point has everything to
do with the last part ofthis proverb. Real, sustained
learning can only be assessed when the student has
reached his or her own tipping point. The test on
Tuesday is only a flawed snapshot if the student's
tipping point does not occur \llltil the following Thursday, yet letter grades based on these snapshots do
little to promote self-esteem or advance the desire
to learn and grow.
The most important service we can offer our
students can only be accomplished through a shift of
mind. Peter M. Senge, in his book, The Fifth Disci~line: The Art & Practice ofThe Leaming Organization (1990), discusses a mental model that is most
helpful when debating rubrics of assessment Systerns thinking as a discipline for seeing the big pieture is one that situates learning and assessment in
sharp relief "It is a framework for seeing interrelationships rather than things, for seeing patterns of
change rather than static (snapshots)" (Senge, 1990,
p. 68). Systems thinking is the very heart ofa good
learning model and asses.sment rubric.
The goal ofeducation ought to be mastery and
not memorization offacts and figures. Mastery suggests deep learning and it is only through deep learning that the student is able to incorporate it into their
lives in meaningful ways. "Personal mastery is the
discipline ofcontinually clarifying and deepening our
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personal vision, of focusing our energies, of<leveloping patience, and of seeing reality objectivel}...
(Senge, 1990, p. 7). This is real, long-term learning
and is best assessed through a collaborative team
effort including students, teachers, parents and administrators.
Statistics can be used to serve anyone's agenda,
but it is clear that the most commonly used paradigm ofassessing individual student achievement and
learning is not keeping pace with advances in teaching technique regardless of the numbers. The systern that we have used since the early I 900's needs
critical evaluation if we are to best serve our students. A process ofplanned abandonment ma} be
in order that honors both the need for assessment
and the fact that learning is a process and cannot be
effectively charted using five letters and a predetermined set ofcomment codes. It is difficult to objectively evaluate students when the definition ofgrades
has such a great degree ofdisparity.
As educators, we must begin a new dialog that
embraces change; not for the sake of change. but
for the benefit ofstudents, parents, teachers and administrators. College recruiters and Hwnan Resource
Managers need better data when placing candidates
within their organizations and assessment rubrics
geared toward a more holistic view ofthe candidate
will better serve everyone involved.
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